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Basic properties of quasi-factorial domains are studied. For a locally quasi-unmixed N- 1 
Noetherian domain having only finitely many non-equimultiple prime ideals of height one, it is 
shown that these finitely many primes are associated primes of the conductor ideal. Using this 
result, birational integral extensions of quasi-factorial domains are studied. Some sufficient con- 
ditions are given for a quasi-factorial local domain in order that every birational integral exten- 
sion of it is quasi-factorial. Descent of quasi-factoriality is studied under certain faithfully flat 
extensions. 
1. Introduction 
There are two topologies naturally associated with a prime ideal P in a com- 
mutative ring R. The P-adic topology is defined by the system of neighborhoods 
{P” 1 n 2 0} and the P-symbolic topology is defined by the system of neighborhoods 
{P’“‘(nzO}. Here P’“‘={~ERI r-s E P” for some s E R \P} is called the n th sym- 
bolic power of P. The P-adic and the P-symbolic topologies are called linearly 
equivalent if there is a non-negative integer k such that Pcnfk’C P” for all n 20. 
The notion of linear equivalence was introduced by Schenzel in [16] and later 
studied in [6,7, 13, 14, 17;20]. In [19] we defined a prime ideal P to be an s-ideal if 
the P-adic and the P-symbolic topologies are linearly equivalent. In [20], we initiated 
a study of Noetherian domains in which every prime ideal is an s-ideal and called 
them S-domains. Every one-dimensional Noetherian domain is an S-domain. On the 
other hand, whether there exists a Noetherian domain of dimension r3 that is an 
S-domain is an open question. Thus, at present, we discuss only two-dimensional 
S-domains. By [20, Theorem 4.41 a two-dimensional local S-domain R is unmixed 
(see Section 2 for definitions and notation). Therefore by [16, Theorem 21 and [5, 
Theorem 4.11 every prime ideal of R is equimultiple. Recall from [2, Definition 
(1.7)] that an ideal Z is called an equimultiple ideal if a(Z) =h(Z) where a(Z) (resp. 
h(Z)) denotes analytic spread (resp. height) of Z. Thus in a two-dimensional local 
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S-domain, all prime ideals are equimultiple. Recall from [5, Lemma 4.51 that a 
height one ideal in a local domain R is equimultiple if and only if ZR' is principal. 
Here R' denotes the integral closure of R in its quotient field. Therefore the defini- 
tion of equimultiplicity can be globalized. We call a height one ideal Zin a Noetherian 
domain R equimultiple if ZR' is principal. For an arbitrary ideal Z in a Noetherian 
domain R, another possible definition of equimultiplicity can be as follows: Z is 
called equimultiple if ZR, is equimultiple for every prime ideal P>Z. When R' is 
factorial and h(Z) = 1, then the latter definition coincides with the former. In this 
paper we will always deal with domains for which R' happens to be factorial. 
To gain a better understanding of S-domains, we wish to study the Noetherian 
domains of dimension 22 in which every height one prime is equimultiple. We call 
such Noetherian domains quasi-factorial. Every factorial domain R is quasi-factorial 
since all height one primes of R are principal. A two-dimensional local S-domain 
is quasi-factorial. 
In Section 2, we collect various definitions and known results. We discuss several 
examples of quasi-factorial domains that are not factorial in Section 3. The notable 
examples are that of Nagata (Example 3.3) and Hochster and Huneke (Example 
3.1). In Section 4, we prove under some ‘mild’ conditions that the integral closure 
of a quasi-factorial domain is factorial. In studying birational integral extensions 
of a quasi-factorial domain, we encounter Noetherian domains in which at most 
finitely many height one primes are non-equimultiple. We call such domains almost 
quasi-factorial and show in certain cases that such a domain is quasi-factorial. It 
remains open, however, whether an almost quasi-factorial domain is always quasi- 
factorial. In Theorem 5.6 we prove that under the same ‘mild’ conditions, the non- 
equimultiple height one primes in an almost quasi-factorial domain are associated 
primes of the conductor ideal. We use this result in studying birational integral 
extensions of a quasi-factorial domain in Section 6. We give some sufficient condi- 
tions in Theorem 6.3 for a local quasi-factorial domain R in order that all birational 
integral extensions of R are quasi-factorial. In Section 7, we examine the descent of 
quasi-factoriality under certain faithfully flat ring extensions and finally we raise 
some questions in Section 8. 
2. Definitions and known results 
For undefined terms and notation, the reader is referred to [9] or [4]. We shall 
deal only with commutative Noetherian rings having identity. By (R, m) we mean 
a local ring with unique maximal ideal m. We also denote m by m(R). The comple- 
tion of (R, m) with respect to its m-adic topology is denoted by R*. By ‘C’ we mean 
inclusion and by ‘<’ we mean proper inclusion. 
2.1. A local ring R is called quasi-unmixed (resp. unmixed) if dim(R */P) = dim R 
for every minimal associated (resp. associated) prime P of the zero ideal of R*. A 
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ring P is called locally quasi-unmixed (resp. unmixed) if R, is quasi-unmixed (resp. 
unmixed) for every prime ideal P. A domain R is said to satisfy the altitude formula 
if for any finitely generated extension domain T of R, and for any prime ideal Q 
of T with P= Qfl R, we have h(P) + Trdeg(T/R) = h(Q) + Trdeg((T/Q)/(R/P)). 
Here Trdeg(B/A) denotes the transcendence degree of the quotient field of a domain 
B over the quotient field of a domain A c B and h(Z) denotes the height of an ideal 
I. Ratliff proved [l 1, Theorem 3.61 that a Noetherian domain R is locally quasi- 
unmixed if and only if R satisfies the altitude formula. In particular, if R is a locally 
quasi-unmixed domain with integral closure R ‘ in its quotient field, then for a finite- 
ly generated ring extension S of R, RcSCR’, and any prime ideal Q of S, 
h(Q) = Zz(Qfl R). A ring S such that R c SC R’, will be called a birational integral 
extension of R. 
We shall usually assume that the rings we consider are locally quasi-unmixed. We 
impose this condition to make sure that a height one prime of S contracts to a height 
one prime of R. See [5, Proposition 5.221 for a result of K. Whittington in this con- 
nection. Ratliff proved in [12, Corollary 5.71 that a height one prime of R’contracts 
to a height one prime of R if and only if R(l) = n {R, 1 P is a height one prime of 
R} is integral over R. 
2.2. A domain R is called almost quasi-factorial if dim R>2 and almost all height 
one primes of R are equimultiple. We will use the phrase ‘almost all’ to mean all 
but finitely many. 
2.3. The integral closure of a Noetherian domain R in its quotient field will always 
be denoted by R’. We will usually assume that R’ is a finitely generated R-module. 
Such domains are also called N- 1 in [4, (3 1 .A)]. For a birational integral extension 
S of R, an important concept is that of the conductor from S to R. It is the largest 
common ideal of R and S and is equal to (R : S), = {T-E R 1 I-SC R}. The conductor 
from R’ to R will always be denoted by C,. Note that S is a finitely generated bi- 
rational integral extension of R if and only if (R : S), ~0. If P is a prime ideal of 
R such that (R : S), ct P, then (R : S)R, = Rp= (RP : Sp)p. Hence RP = S,, which 
means that there is a unique prime Q of S lying over P and Q = PS, fl S. Moreover, 
if R is locally quasi-unmixed and all associated primes of PS have equal height, then 
PS = Q. See [21, p. 2691 for more on the conductor ideal. 
2.4. Let R be a normal domain in which almost all height one primes are principal. 
Let W denote the multiplicatively closed subset of R generated by all the generators 
of principal prime ideals. A prime ideal P of height greater than one contains in- 
finitely many height one primes [3, Theorem 1441, hence R, is a semi-local 
Dedekind domain. By [9, (28.9)], Rw is factorial. By a well-known theorem of 
Nagata [S, Lemma 21, R is factorial. Thus a normal almost quasi-factorial domain 
is factorial. 
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2.5. We shall use the concept of reduction of an ideal introduced by Northcott and 
Rees [lo]. We recall some material from [lo]. An ideal I contained in an ideal J is 
called a reduction of J if ZJ” = J" + ’ for all large n. If (R, m) is a local ring, then for 
an ideal J in R, there exist reductions of J minimal with respect to inclusion among 
the reductions of J. If R/m is infinite, then any minimal reduction of J is minimally 
generated by a(J) elements. Here a(J), called the analytic spread of J, is defined 
to be the dimension of the graded ring R/m@ J/Jm@ .*. @ J”/J”m@ ... . In 
general h(J) I a(J) 5 min(dim R, dimR,m J/Jm). An ideal and its reductions share 
the same set of minimal associated primes. Finally, an ideal of the principal class, 
i.e., an ideal I which can be generated by h(1) elements, in a local ring cannot have 
any proper reductions. 
2.6. A ring R is said to satisfy the condition (S,) if depth(R,) L inf(k, h(P)) for all 
prime ideals P of R. It follows that R satisfies (S,) if and only if all ideals of the 
principal class of height at most k- 1 are unmixed. 
2.7. Let R C S be a ring extension. An element a E S is called unital if there is a unit 
u ES such that au E R. The extension R c S is called a unital extension if every ele- 
ment of S is a unital element. 
3. Examples 
3.1. Example. Let Q denote the field of rational numbers. Consider the ring 
R = Q[[X, \izx Y]] where X and Y are two variables. The integral closure of R is 
R’ = Q(v?)[[X, Y]]. Since R is Cohen-Macaulay and R’= R + Rfi, it follows that 
the conductor C from R’ to R is (X,fiX)R. Any non-unit a in R’ can be written 
as a = b + Ydc where b E C, d is a positive integer and c is a unit in Q(fi)[[ Y]]. 
Thus ac-’ E R which shows that R’ is a unital extension of R. That R is quasi- 
factorial follows from the following proposition: 
3.2. Proposition. Let R be a Noetherian domain of dimension 12 whose integral 
closure R’ is a unital extension of R. Then R is quasi-factorial if and only if R’ is 
factorial. 
Proof. First we note that for any ideal I’ of R’, I’= (Z’fl R)R’. Suppose that R is 
quasi-factorial. If P’ is any height one prime of R’, then P’= PR’ where P= P’n R. 
Thus every height one prime of R’ is principal. Therefore R’ is factorial. Conversely, 
suppose that R’is factorial. For any height one prime P of R, there is a unique prime 
P’ of R’ such that P’=PR’. Hence PR’ is principal. 0 
Remark. Example 3.1 was suggested by C. Huneke and M. Hochster. 
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3.3. Example. The example of Nagata in [9, pp. 203-2051 is quasi-factorial for 
m = 0. This is an example of a d-dimensional (d? 2) local domain (R, m) having the 
following properties: 
(a) The integral closure R’ is a finite R-module with two maximal ideals ml and 
m2 such that m, is principal and RL7, is a regular local ring of dimension d. By 
[9, (28.8) and (28.9)] R’ is factorial. 
(b) The conductor from R’ to R is m, flm, = m. 
That R is quasi-factorial, is a consequence of (a) and (b). By going up and incom- 
parability, there is a height one prime P’ of R’ lying over a height one prime P of 
R. Since ml is principal, we must have P’cm,. Thus P= P’nm, = P’. m,, since ml 
is principal. Consequently PR’ is principal. 
Since R’ has a height one maximal ideal, R* has a depth one minimal prime 
divisor of zero by [5, (3.19)]. Thus R is a non-quasiunmixed quasi-factorial local 
domain. Once again by [5, (3.19)], m EA *(I) for every non-zero ideal I of R. See 
[5, Chapter 31 for A*(1) and other related facts. Hence R has no s-ideals besides 
the zero ideal and the m-primary ideals by [ 19, (3. l)]. We have seen in the introduc- 
tion that a two-dimensional local S-domain is quasi-factorial. This example shows 
that the converse can fail to hold. 
3.4. Example. We construct a non-local quasi-factorial domain. Set R = Q[X, \lzX, Y] 
where X and Y are variables. There are two maximal ideals (X, Y+v?$ and 
(X, Y-v’%) in the integral closure R’=Q(\IZ)[X, Y] lying over the maximal ideal 
(X,fiX, Y2-2) of R. Since X is a conductor element, the height one prime P’= 
(Y+fi)R’ is the unique prime lying over P= P’flR. We claim that P is non- 
equimultiple. Suppose that PR’ is principal. Then in view of the facts that R,= Rb, 
and that principal ideals are unmixed in R’, it follows that PR’=P’. But this is a 
contradiction since Y + v’? E P’ \ (X, x6X, Y2 - 2)R’. Therefore P is non-equimultiple 
and consequently R is not a quasi-factorial domain. However, certain localizations 
of R are quasi-factorial. Since R is a Hilbert ring [3, Theorem 311, Y belongs to in- 
finitely many maximal ideals of R. Let {mk ( k E I) be an arbitrary collection of 
maximal ideals of R containing Y such that for some k, mk = (X, fix, Y). Let S be 
the multiplicatively closed set R \ IJ {mk 1 k E I). Then the ring R, is quasi-factorial 
with as many maximal ideals as the cardinality of the index set I. This follows by 
first observing that Rk is a unital extension of Rs by using arguments similar to 
those in Example 3.1 and then using Proposition 3.2. 
3.5. Example. Quasi-factorial domains that are not factorial can have any dimen- 
sion. Consider the ring R=Q[[X,, . . . ,X,,\izX,, . . . ,v’%~_,]] where dr2 and 
X i, . . . ,X, are variables. It can be seen by using the arguments similar to those in 
Example 3.1 that R is a d-dimensional quasi-factorial local domain. 
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3.6. Example. Quasi-factorial domains that are not factorial can have any desired 
multiplicity. The multiplicity of the quasi-factorial domain in Example 3.3 is one. 
Let e> 1 be any given integer. Let K be a field admitting an extension field L of 
degree e. Let (1, u2, . . . , a,} be a vector space basis of L over K. Then the ring 
R=K[[X,a,X,..., a,X, Y]] where X and Y are variables is a quasi-factorial domain 
whose integral closure is L[[X, Y]]. Note that {X, Y) is a system of parameters of 
R such that (X, Y)R is a reduction of m(R). By using [lo, Theorem 1, p. 1461 and 
[22, Corollary 2, p. 3001 we see that the multiplicity of R is e. By using arguments 
similar to those in Example 3.1, we see that R is quasi-factorial. 
3.7. Example. Let R be a quasi-factorial domain such that R’ is a unital extension 
of R. By Proposition 3.2, any ring between R and R’ is also quasi-factorial. For 
example, the ring R = Q[[X, Y,fiX,fiY]] is between the ring T= Q[[X,\TzX, Y]] 
and its integral closure T’= Q(fi)[[X, Y]]. Hence R is quasi-factorial. In fact, any 
birational integral extension of T is quasi-factorial by Theorem 6.3. It is interesting 
to note that T has only one height one prime, namely (X, fiX)T, which is not prin- 
cipal. On the other hand R has no height one principal prime ideal. Indeed, the con- 
ductor of R, C,, is primary for the maximal ideal M of R and R = Q+ mR’. 
Suppose P is a height one prime ideal of R and P= aR for some CI E R. Then it 
follows that P= aR’= aR is a height one prime of R’too. However this forces R = R’ 
which is a contradiction. 
4. Basic properties 
In this section we wish to prove the fundamental properties of quasi-factorial 
domains which will be used in the subsequent sections. Many results which are true 
for quasi-factorial domains are also true for almost quasi-factorial domains. There- 
fore, whenever possible, we state our results for almost quasi-factorial domains. 
4.1. Theorem. Let R be an N- 1 locally quasi-unmixed omain. If R is almost quasi- 
factorial, then R’ is factorial and PR’ is a prime ideal of R' for every prime ideal 
P of R having height at least two. 
Proof. Let P’ be a height one prime of R’ such that P’ does not contain CR and P’ 
does not lie over a non-equimultiple height one prime of R. Since principal ideals 
are unmixed in a normal domain 14, Theorem 391, PR’= P' where P= P’n R by 2.3. 
Since the number of height one primes of R’ containing CR is finite and only finite- 
ly many height one primes of R’ lie over non-equimultiple height one primes of R, 
almost all height one primes of R’ are principal. By 2.4, R’ is factorial. 
To prove the other assertion, let P’ be a prime ideal of R’ lying over a prime ideal 
Pof R having height 22 and PR’< P’. Since R is locally quasi-unmixed, h(P’) = h(P). 
Let B denote the union of all the height one primes of R’ containing CR and the 
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height one primes of R’ which lie over non-equimultiple height one primes of R’. 
By prime avoidance we may choose x E P’ \ PR’U B. Let Q’C P’ be a minimal prime 
over xR’ and Q = Q’fl R. By the choice of X, Q is an equimultiple height one prime 
of R. Since CRC Q’, QR’= Q’. This is a contradiction since XE Q’\ PR’. Hence 
PR’ is a prime ideal of R’. 0 
4.2. Corollary. Let (R,m) be an N- 1 quasi-unmixed local domain such that R/m 
is algebraically closed. If R is almost quasi-factorial, then it is factorial. 
Proof. Since mR’ is the maximal ideal of R’, R’/mR’= R/m. Hence R’= R + mR’. 
By Nakayama’s lemma R’=R. Thus R is factorial by 2.4. D 
In the Nagata Example (3.3) the d-dimensional local domain is quasi-factorial but 
not quasi-unmixed, yet the integral closure is factorial. We do not know whether 
quasi-unmixedness is a necessary hypothesis in Theorem 4.1 for R’ to be factorial. 
The next result shows that we do not need it for 2-dimensional semi-local domains. 
4.3. Proposition. Let R be a 2-dimensional N- 1 semi-local almost quasi-factorial 
dornain. Then R’ is factorial. 
Proof. Since R is semi-local, R’ is semi-local. First we observe that if m is a height 
one maximal ideal of R’, then m is principal. For, we can choose ,yE m \m2U B 
where B denotes the union of all the maximal ideals of R’ other than m. Then xR’ 
is m-primary. Since RA, is a discrete valuation ring, by the choice of x, xR& = mR,!,, . 
Hence xR’=m. Let P’ be a non-maximal height one prime of R’. Then P= P’nR 
is a height one non-maximal prime of R. There are only finitely many height one 
primes of R’ which either contain CR or lie over non-equimultiple height one 
primes of R. Let P’ be different from these primes. Hence PR’ is a principal un- 
mixed ideal, since R’ satisfies condition (S,) [4, Theorem 391. Since CR G P’, 
P’= PR~CIR’. Every associated prime of PR’ other than P’ is a height one maximal 
ideal, hence principal. Thus PR’=P’nm;lfl...nm: where m,, . . . ,m, are the 
associated primes of PR ‘ different from P’ and e,, . . . , e, are positive integers. Since 
each mi is principal, PR’= P’nbR’ where bR’=mfln...nmz. Thus P’= (a/b)R’ 
where PR’=aR’. Therefore R’ is almost factorial and consequently R’ is factorial 
by 2.4. 0 
5. Non-equimultiple height one primes in an almost quasi-factorial domain 
In this section we study the non-equimultiple height one primes in an almost 
quasi-factorial domain. We will show that under some ‘mild’ conditions all the 
height one non-equimultiple primes of an almost quasi-factorial domain contain the 
conductor. This result will be very useful in studying birational integral extensions 
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of quasi-factorial domains in the next section. The first five results of this section 
are well known but we do not know any specific reference for them. Therefore we 
include their proofs for the sake of exposition. Recall that for a domain R, 
R(l)= n {R, Ip is a height one prime of R}. 
5.1. Lemma. A Noetherian domain R satisfies Serre’s condition (S,) if and only if 
R =R(‘). 
Proof. If R satisfies (S,), then R=R (I) by [3, Theorem 531. Conversely suppose 
that R = R(l) and a E R is a non-zero element such that aR has an embedded prime 
divisor Q. Hence Q = (aR : b) for some b E R \ aR. If P is any height one prime of 
R, then QRp= R, = (aR : b)Rp. Hence there is an s E (aR : b) such that s E R \ P. 
Thus b/aE R(l)\ R. This is a contradiction. Hence all principal ideals of R are un- 
mixed which implies that R satisfies (S,). 0 
5.2. Corollary. Let R be a locally quasi-unmixed N- 1 domain. Zf A is any ring be- 
tween R and R’, then A(‘)C R’ and A(‘) satisfies (S,). 
Proof. Since R is locally quasi-unmixed, every height one prime of R’ contracts to 
a height one prime of A. Hence A”‘C(R’)“‘= R’ by Lemma 5.1. To see that A(‘) 
(l) (l)- satisfies (S,), it is enough to prove that (A ) A (l). For any height one prime P 
of A, A cA(‘)c AP. Hence A, = (A(‘))n, where P’= PAP n A(‘) and h(P’) = 1. Thus 
A WC (A U))(i) 
c n {(A(l& 1 P’= PAnnA (I), P is a height one prime of A} 
= n {An 1 P is a height one prime of A} =A(‘). 
Therefore (A(‘))(‘) = A(‘). 0 
5.3. Lemma. Let (R, m) be a local ring whose integral closure (R’, m’) is still local. 
If I is an equimultiple height one ideal of R, then there is an a E I such that aR’= IR’. 
Pro&f. Let I=(a,, . . . , a,)R and IR’=bR’where aiER for i=l,2,...,n and beR’. 
For each i, there is a UiE R’ such that ai= bui. If no Ui is a unit of R’, then 
IR’= (ZR’). m’. By Nakayama’s lemma, Z=O. This is a contradiction. Thus some 
ui is a unit of R’. Hence ZR’=aiR’. El 
Remark. It follows from the proof of [5, Lemma (4.91 that if R/m is infinite, then 
we do not need the hypothesis that R’ is local. 
5.4. Lemma. Let (R, m) be a quasi-unmixed N- 1 local domain such that R’ is local. 
Let P’= aR’ for some a E R’ be a height one prime of R’ such that CR Q P’. Then 
P = P’n R is equimultiple if and only if a is a unital element. 
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Proof. If P is equimultiple, then PR’ is principal. Since P’QCR, by 2.3, P’= 
PR’=aR’. By Lemma 5.3, we can find be P such that aR’= bR’. Since R is a 
domain, there is a unit u E R’ such that b = au. Hence a is a unital element. Con- 
versely, if a is a unital element, then P’= PR’. Hence P is equimultiple. 0 
5.5. Lemma. Let R be an N- 1 domain and S be a birational integral extension of 
R. If R satisfies (S,), then (R : S), is a height one unmixed ideal of R as well as S. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, R = R(l) since R satisfies (S,). Thus 
(R : s>R = f--l 
h(P)= 1 
Wp : s>R = h(g=, VP : SIR, 
= hcgz 1 WP : SP)R,nR) = h($-?z, (R : S)RpnR- 
which shows that (R: S), is a height one unmixed ideal of R. Now let K be the 
quotient field of R. 
That (R : S), is also a height one unmixed ideal of S follows from the following 
computation: 
(R:S)R= n (R,:S),= n (Rp:SP)K= n ((R:S)K)SPnS 
h(P) = 1 h(P) = 1 h(P) = 1 
Since S, is a l-dimensional semi-local domain, (R : S)Sp is an unmixed ideal of Sp. 
Hence the above expression gives a primary decomposition for (R : S) as an ideal 
of s. 0 
5.6. Theorem. Let R be a locally quasi-unmixed N- 1 almost quasi-factorial 
domain. Then every non-equimultiple height one prime of R is an associated prime 
of the conductor CR from R’ to R. 
Proof. Suppose that P is a non-equimultiple height one prime of R. If P is maximal, 
then PR’ is a height one unmixed ideal. By Theorem 4.1, R’ is factorial, hence PR’ 
is a principal ideal. Hence P is not maximal. Let m be a maximal ideal of R contain- 
ing P such that PR, is not equimultiple. If CRcm, then R, is a normal almost 
quasi-factorial domain. Hence by 2.4, R, is factorial. This is a contradiction since 
PR, is not principal. Hence CRCm. Thus we may assume that R is a local ring 
with maximal ideal m. Suppose that CR a P. Let P’ be the unique prime of R’ lying 
over P. Since R’ is factorial by Theorem 4.1, P’= bR’ for some irreducible element 
b of R ‘. By Lemma 5.4, b is not a unital element. For any d E CR\ P’, b + d” is not 
unital for all n 2 0. For each n, we can find an irreducible factor b, of b + d” which 
is not unital. Set PA = 6, R’ and PA n R = P,, . It follows that CR c PA and since 6, is 
not unital, by Lemma 5.4, P,, is not equimultiple for any n. Suppose that P, = P, 
forsomen>m.ThenP,:=P~.Henceb,divides(b+d”)-(b+dM)=dm(d”~m-1). 
Since R’ is a factorial local ring, 6, divides d, hence it divides b. Therefore 
d E P’= bR’ which is a contradiction. Thus {P, 1 n 2 0) is an infinite collection of 
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non-equimultiple height one primes in R. Since R is almost quasi-factorial, we get 
the desired contradiction. Hence P is an associated prime of C,. 0 
If an addition, R satisfies condition (S,), a finer description for height one non- 
equimultiple primes can be given. We do this in Proposition 5.9. For this we need 
two lemmas. 
5.7. Lemma. Let R be a locally quasi-unmixed N- 1 almost quasi-factorial domain. 
If T is a birational integral extension of R, then T is almost quasi-factorial. 
Proof. Let P be a height one prime of T such that C, c P. There is a unique prime 
P’ of R’ lying over P. By Theorem 5.6, Q = P’n R is a height one equimultiple prime 
of R. Therefore QR’= PR’ is principal. Therefore P is equimultiple which shows 
that T is almost quasi-factorial. q 
5.8. Lemma. Let R be a locally quasi-unmixed N- 1 almost quasi-factorial domain. 
If I is a height one unmixed ideal of R such that no associated prime of I is 
associated to C,, then I is equimultiple. If in addition R is a local ring satisfying 
(S,), then I is principal. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, R’ is factorial; hence it is enough to prove that IRA is 
principal for each maximal ideal m of R containing I. So we may assume that R is 
a local ring with maximal ideal m. Let Ass(RN)= {PI, . . ..P.,) and I=q,n...nq, 
be a primary decomposition of Z where qi is Pi-primary for each i. By Theorem 5.6 
each Pi is equimultiple. Since R’ is local by Theorem 4.1, we can find X;E Pi such 
that P,R’=xiR’ for each i by Lemma 5.3. Since R, is a discrete valuation ring, 
qiR, = (x,?)Rp, for some positive integer ei. Since x,f’R’C qiR, fl R’=xie’R’, we see 
that qiR’=x,~R’ for each i. Here P,! denotes the unique prime of R’ lying over Pi. 
It follows that IR’=xR’ where x=x?, . . ..x.. Thus I is equimultiple. 
Now assume that R is a local ring satisfying (S,). For each i, xRp, =xR&= 
IR;; = IRpl. Since R satisfies (S,), XR and Z have same associated primes. Thus 
Z=xR. 0 
5.9. Proposition. Let R be a locally quasi-unmixed N- 1 almost quasi-factorial 
domain satisfying condition (S,). If P is a height one prime of R containing C, 
such that C,R, (7 R = P, then P is equimultiple. 
Proof. If CR= P, then PR’ is a height one unmixed ideal of R’ by Lemma 5.5. 
Since R’ is factorial, PR’ is a principal ideal. So P is equimultiple. Now we may 
assume that C,<P. Since R satisfies (S,), C, is a height one unmixed ideal of R 
by Lemma 5.5. Let P, PI, . . . , P, be all the associated primes of CR and C, = 
PnA,n...nA, be an irredundant primary decomposition of C, where Ai is Pi- 
primary for i = 1,2, . . . , n. Consider the subring S = R’n R,, fl... f3 R, . S is properly 
between R and R’. We now compute the conductors (R : S), and (S : R’),. 
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(R : s), = ((R~ n s) : s), = (R~ : s), = (CR : s),)R, m. 
Since SC R’, (RP : RL),, fI R = PC (RP : SP)R,, fl R = (R : S), . Since R satisfies 
(S,), (R : S), is a height one unmixed ideal of R by Lemma 5.5. Thus P= (R : S), . 
(S: R’)s= h (Rp,: R;,),,nS= fi (A,R,nS). 
i=l i= 1 
Thus Ass(S/(S:R’)s)={P;R,,nS1i=1,2,..., n}. PS is a height one unmixed ideal 
of S by Lemma 5.5. It follows by Lemma 5.7 that S is almost quasi-factorial and 
since no associated prime of PS is associated to C,, PS is equimultiple by Lemma 
5.8. Hence P is equimultiple. 0 
5.10. Corollary. Let R be a locally quasi-unmixed N- 1 domain of dimension 22, 
satisfying (S,). If CR is a radical ideal of R, then either R is quasi-factorial or it has 
infinitely many non-equimultiple height one prime ideals. 0 
6. Birational integral extensions 
In this section we study birational integral extensions of quasi-factorial domains. 
In general, an arbitrary integral extension of a quasi-factorial domain need not be 
quasi-factorial. In fact, the corresponding statement is not even true for normal 
integral extensions of factorial domains. Let k be a field of characteristic at least 
three and X, Y two variables. Then the ring k[X2, Y2] is factorial but its integral 
extension A = k[X2, XY, Y2] is not factorial. In fact A = k[ T,, T2, T,]/( T; - T, T,) = 
k[t,, t2, t3] where T,, T,, T, are variables and t,, t,, t, are their natural images in A. 
Since ti factors in two different ways as a product of irreducible elements, A is not 
factorial. Since A is normal it is not quasi-factorial by 2.4. 
In Theorem 6.3 we give some sufficient conditions under which every birational 
integral extension of a quasi-factorial domain is quasi-factorial. For this we need 
two lemmas. 
6.1. Lemma. Let (R, m) be a quasi-unmixed N- 1 local domain and S a birational 
integral extension of R. Let P be a height d prime of R such that PS is not prime. 
If RP is regular and S satisfies (S d+l), then P is not equimultiple. 
Proof. We essentially use the ideas of [l]. If R/m is not infinite, we may pass to 
the ring R(X) = RIX],,,xl and assume that R/m is infinite. Suppose that P is equi- 
multiple, i.e., a(P) = d. Let J be a minimal reduction of P. Then J is generated by 
d elements by 2.5 and JS is a reduction of PS. Since S satisfies (S,,,), JS is 
Q-primary where Q is the unique prime of S lying over P. If JS= PS, then PS is 
an unmixed ideal. Since CRC P, PS,fIS= Q which implies that PS= Q. This is a 
contradiction since PS is not a prime ideal. If JS< PS, then JS, is a proper reduc- 
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tion of QS, . Since CR c P, S, = R,. So SQ is a regular local ring. By 2.5, QS, can- 
not have any proper reductions. Thus P is not equimultiple. 0 
Example. We illustrate the above lemma with an example. Consider the ring 
R = Q[[X2,XY, Y, Z ,, . . ..Z.]] where Q denotes the field of rational numbers and 
X, Y,Z,,..., Z, are variables. The integral closure of R is S = Q[[X, Y, Z,, . . . , Z,]]. 
Since R is a power series ring over a Cohen-Macaulay domain Q[[X2,XY, Y]], 
it is Cohen-Macaulay. Therefore by Lemma 5.5, CR = (Y,XY)R. Set P= 
(X2,Xr,Z,, . . . ,Z,)R for O<mrn. Since C,(,TP, R,=Sowhere Q=(X,Z,, . . ..Z.)S. 
Thus all the conditions of Lemma 6.1 are satisfied. Since a(P) I number of gene- 
rators of P=m+2 and h(P)=m+l, we see that a(P)=m+2=h(P)+l. 
6.2. Lemma. Let (R, m) be a quasi-unmixed N- 1 almost quasi-factorial local 
domain. If S is a birational integral extension of R satisfying (S,), then S is local 
with maximal ideal mS. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.1 that S is local. Let N denote its unique maximal 
ideal. Suppose that mS < N. Let Pi. . . . , PA denote the height one primes of R’ con- 
taining C, and let Pi = P,‘n S for i = 1,2, . . . , n. By prime avoidance we can choose 
xEN\mSUP,U...UP,.LetQ’beaminimalprimeoverxSandQ=Q’nR.Since 
C, Q Q, RQ is a discrete valuation ring. Since XE Q’ \mS, QS is not a prime ideal. 
Thus by Lemma 6.1, QS is not equimultiple. This contradicts Theorem 5.6. Hence 
mS=N. 0 
6.3. Theorem. Let (R, m) be a quasi-unmixed N- 1 quasi-factorial ocal domain 
with integral closure (R’, m’). If there is no field properly between R/m and R’/m’, 
then every birational integral extension of R is quasi-factorial. 
Proof. Suppose that S is a birational integral extension of R. If S satisfies (S,), 
then by Lemma 6.2, m(S) = mS. Since there are no fields between R/m and RI/m’, 
S/mS = R/m or S/mS = RI/m’. Since m’= mR’ by Theorem 4.1, we see that S = R 
or S = R’ by Nakayama’s lemma. Hence S is quasi-factorial. If S does not satisfy 
(S,), then we consider the ring S . (l) By Corollary 5.2, S(‘)CR’ and S(l) satisfies 
(S,). Since S does not satisfy (S,), S<S (‘) Therefore S(l) = R’. This means that for . 
every height one prime P of S, S’= R’c Sp, which implies that C,G? P. By Theorem 
5.6 and Lemma 5.7, S is quasi-factorial. 0 
7. Faithfully flat extensions 
In this section we study the descent of quasi-factoriality under two types of faith- 
fully flat extensions. In general, not even factoriality descends through faithfully 
flat extensions. For example, consider a Dedekind domain R which is not a principal 
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ideal domain. Let S be the multiplicative system of the polynomial ring R[X] 
generated by the polynomials whose coefficients generate R. Then the ring R[X], 
is factorial and it is a faithfully flat extension of R. But R is not factorial 13, p. 741. 
7.1. Proposition. Let R be a locally quasi-unmixed N- 1 domain with dim R z 2. If 
the polynomial ring R[X] is quasi-factorial, then R is quasi-factorial. 
Proof. If P is a height one prime of R, then PR [X] is a height one prime of R [Xl. 
Thus PR’[X] is principal. Since R’[X] is factorial by Theorem 4.1, R’ is also fac- 
torial. Since R’[X] is a faithfully flat extension of R’, PR’[X] flR’= PR’. Therefore 
PR’is a height one unmixed ideal of R’. Since R’is factorial, PR’is principal. Hence 
R is quasi-factorial. q 
7.2. Proposition. Let R be an excellent local domain with completion R*. If R* is 
almost quasi-factorial, then R is also almost quasi-factorial. 
Proof. Since R’ is a finite R-module, (R’)* = R’OR R* by [4, Theorem 791. There- 
fore (R *)‘= (R’)* = R * [R’]. Now suppose that P is a height one prime of R such that 
CRC P. Since R* is faithfully flat over R, C,,= CRR*. By [4, Theorem 701, R/P 
is analytically unramified, hence PR* is a radical ideal of R*. If a is a nonzero 
element of P, then P is minimal over aR. Hence by [9, (18.1 l)] every minimal prime 
over PR * is a minimal prime over aR *. Since a is a regular element of R, it is regular 
in R * too by flatness of R * over R. Hence PR * is a height one unmixed radical ideal 
of R*. Since CRC P, PR* and CR, do not share any associated prime. By Lemma 
5.8, P(R*)‘=(f’R’)(R’)* is a principal ideal. By [4, (24.6)] PR’ is principal. Thus 
R is almost quasi-factorial. 0 
8. Questions 
Throughout this section we assume that we are dealing with (except in 8.1) non- 
normal N- 1 locally quasi-unmixed domains of dimension at least two. We ask ten 
questions and briefly discuss them. 
8.1. Question. Does there exist a three dimensional local domain in which all height 
two primes are equimultipIe? 
8.2. Question. Is the conductor of a quasi-factorial domain satisfying the condition 
(Sz) a prime ideal of its integral closure? 
8.3. Question. Does there exist a three dimensional Cohen-Macaulay quasi-factorial 
local domain? 
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8.4. Question. Is the integral closure of a quasi-factorial domain a unital extension 
of it? 
8.5. Question. Is the integral closure of a quasi-factorial domain, which is not 
necessarily locally quasi-unmixed, a factorial domain? 
8.6. Question. Does there exist an almost quasi-factorial domain which is not quasi- 
factorial? 
8.7. Question. Is every birational integral extension of a quasi-factorial domain 
quasi-factorial? 
8.8. Question. If a faithfully flat extension of a domain R is quasi-factorial, then 
does it follow that R is quasi-factorial? 
8.9. Question. Does there exist a Cohen-Macaulay local domain of dimension two 
having exactly two height one non-principal prime ideals? 
8.10. Question. Does there exist a quasi-factorial domain R satisfying condition 
(S,) such that the polynomial ring R [T] (power series ring R [[ T]]) is quasi-factorial? 
If the answer to 8.1 is in the negative, then an S-domain must be at most two 
dimensional by [5, Theorem (4.1)] and [16, Theorem 21. It is known that a three- 
dimensional regular local ring containing a coefficient field has height two primes 
which require arbitrarily large number of generators [ 15, p. 621. All such primes are 
non-equimultiple by [ 1, Theorem]. In our discussions with Professor Heinzer we 
observed that every complete regular local ring of dimension 3 contains a non- 
equimultiple height two prime. 
If the answer to 8.2 is in the affirmative, then the answer to 8.4 for rings satisfying 
condition (S,) is in the affirmative. The example of Nagata [Example (3.3)] shows 
that without the hypothesis of quasi-unmixedness, the answers to 8.2 and 8.4 are 
in the negative. The Nagata example suggests that the answer to 8.5 may be in the 
affirmative. Regarding 8.6 and 8.7 we note that if an almost quasi-factorial domain 
is quasi-factorial, then by using Lemma 5.7 we see that birational integral extensions 
of quasi-factorial domains are quasi-factorial. Regarding 8.9 we remark that the 
Hochster-Huneke example Q[[X, AX, Y]] has only one height prime (X,fiX) 
which is not principal. Concerning 8.10, we note that for R = Q[[X, Y, fix, \iZY]] 
where Q denotes the field of rational numbers and X, Y are two variables, R [[ T]] is 
quasi-factorial by Example 3.5. But R does not satisfy (S,) since (X, Y, fix, v’2Y) = 
(XR :v?fX). For R=Q[[X, Y,fiXj], R[[T]] is not quasi-factorial. Consider the 
height one prime P= (Y\iz+ T)R’fl R of R. Clearly CRcP and Y\/z+ T is not a 
unital element. Hence by Lemma 5.4, P is not equimultiple. 
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